
 

Viking Footwear - Noble Aware 

Classic Viking innovation with a mind toward a sustainable future, Noble Aware puts the best 
of yesterday, today and tomorrow within reach! 

Heading Into the Future on Solid Ground 

A functional and good-looking boot should offer you peace of mind on your feet as you make 
your way through your day. Viking's Noble Aware rubber boot has established itself as a 
reliable partner in environments ranging from wet trails to city streets. In line with our 
sustainability goals and desire to offer supreme Viking quality with better, modern 
techniques and supply chains, we are proud to offer our newest Noble model; Noble Aware! 

Noble Aware is an FSC Certified product 

Viking is proud that Noble Aware carries a certification from the Forestry Stewardship 
Council, an important designation bestowed upon products derived from sustainably 
managed forests. FSC takes seriously the environmental and social impacts of sustainable 
production, and with Noble Aware, Viking makes clear what matters to us. 

Noble Aware (1-33520) 

Noble Aware is a sleek and stylish, lightweight rubber boot for rainy days in the city with a 
glove-like fit. The clean, mid-cut design is made from a more sustainably sourced FSC 
certified natural rubber. On the inside, a quick-drying polyester lining can be found, and the 
removable insole has an ergonomic design for good arch support and better comfort. The 
sole has deep lugs for maximum grip on wet surfaces and a mudguard to protect against the 
everyday splash. The Noble Aware is convenient, fashionable, and a great choice for 
comfortable waterproof protection, and like all Viking rubber boots, handmade in natural 
rubber. The boot is PVC free and vegan. 

  

Colors: Black - Granite/Brown - Khaki/Black 

Sizes: 36-43 

RRP: Nok 999,- Sek 1000,- Dkk 750,-Euro 99,90,- 



 

 

 

Contact person: Ida Fjell 

Contact phone number: 0047 909 77 043 

High-resolution images available for download at: 

http://www.brandmaster.no/ 

Login : VikingGuest 
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